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Look both
ways before
jaywalking
I Police crack down
' on jaywalking across
campuses. | Page 5

Pick the best
cell phone plan
for you

High gas prices may tempt thieves
By Stephanie Spencer
Reporter

It has passed through everyone's
mind as they stand at the pump,
even if only for a second. Gas prices are high, it's late and your wallet
is only getting lighter, but does
anyone actually do it?
People who drive off without
paying for theii gas are fewer than
you might think.

Surveillance technology has
advanced at many gas stations,
but mostly it is up to the employees to write down license plate
numbers and report it to police.
Ellen Nicely, who works at Gas
Express, isn't on constant watch
every time someone pulls up at
the pump.
"Not too many people drive
off here, it's a smaller station and
1 think that everyone has just

learned to put up with the high
prices," she said.
Nicely has worked at bigger gas
stations in the past and said that
even though the technology is better, people have a tendency to steal
more often.
And usually it's not college students who are doing the most
complaining
"Most of the time it's older people, you'd be surprised," Nicely

said. "There was one man who
was trying to insist that gas prices
were my fault, but 1 have no control over it I le asked to talk to the
owner who told him that he could
go somewhere else."
But even though they aren't
aggressive, University students are
still directly affected by gas prices.
Anne Steiner, a junior, confesses
that she has fought with the idea
of stealing gas on more than one

occasion.
T\r thought about driving
away, but usually I figure I will get
caught and end up having to pay
more money anyway," she said.
Some aren't dealing with the

expenses as easty
"By the time the gas gets to
me, with all of the huge oil companies ripping off everyone they
See GAS | Page 6

A new plan with a
different company

DQ's Blizzard

may benefit students.

I Nil

is worth the

University
needs to keep
students busy

encounter

Undergrads find little
to do on weekends,

By Matt Manning
•^ep

resort to drinking

| P** 4
War in Iraq
takes new turn
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AFTERMATH: After a minor fire damaged a utility room and a restroom yesterday afternoon, firefighters assessed damage to the Campus Quarters roof

Keeping optimism
is important to stop
terrorism | Page 4

Bar gets

Freshman to
lead Clash in
Cleveland

ot during

■ Freshman Freddie

happy hour

Barnes will start at
quarterback against
Wisconsin | Page 8

THE SITUATION: City fueftgh'ers responded to
a blaze at Campus Gu-irters Sports Bar yesterday
shortly after 3 p.m Die tire resulted in minor damage
to a back utility room and restroom. according to
Tom Mauk. lieutenant at the fire department No one
was injured in the blaze, which took 30 to 45 minutes
to extinguish The cause is believed to be accidental

Men's soccer

sets precedent
for season
Freshmen lead
Falcons to a 1-1 start
in tournament action

Newcomers to the BG experience.
whether freshmen, transfer students or faculty, need to beware ol
the Blizzard.
No, not the snowy abyss that has
become a huge part of the winters
here, but the serving size of the
independently owned Dairy Queen
that lies on VV'oostcr Street.
Since its establishment in the
1940s, this local DQ has been giving
customers more bite for their buck.
Owner Chip Myles said that
being independently owned and
operated allows them to make blizzards to the customers liking.
"It's how you want to treat your

customers," Myles said, "It's my
choice Ion the serving size.]"
Without the regulations of the
franchise, things are a lot different for their resiaut a m. according
to Myles.
Basically I'm not pan nl their
hot food system,'' he said. "We have
their ice cream: we carry it as long
as they tell us too. We're just part of
the cold food section."
Myles said people travel from
Findlay and Toledo just to satisfy
their sweel tooth with the restaurant s hearty serving of ice cream.
Employees of the store said thai
customers are "pleasantly surprised" with the size, and the]
enjoy seeing the reaction of customers when they order large items
off the menu.
"The best reactions come from
old ladies when they want a medium blizzard," said Brian Williams,
a DQ employee, adding the shock
value when presented the ice cream

is always entertaining,

Teen faces
two charges
North Carolina teen
confesses to killing
his father after being
questioned about a
school shooting
| Page 5

BRANDON HEISS

JORDAN FLOWER

"Do you think student
consumption of
alcohol is directly
related to a lack
of extra-curricular
activities?"

See BLIZZARD | Page 6

BG Cycles to pedal into University's future
By Kyi* R.ynolds
Reporter

NIKI MESSMORE

Senior. Political Science
"No, its due to apathy
of students to get
involved." | Page 4

ffH5«
TODAY

Showers
High: 73, Low; 61

i

TOMORROW
Few showers
High:7Uow.59
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EXTINGUISHING: A firefighter works to put out
the fire around 530 pm. yesterday

Williams added that he often sees
people who order the mediums or
large portions knock off extra ice
cream in the parking lot.
"It's awesome when someone
comes in for the fist time and
orders a large Blizzard and then the
friend tells them not to." said fellow
employee Barry Kerr.
As far as going to another DQ.
Kerr responded, "I'll only eat at this
Dairj Queen."
The servings are so large that

Bicycling isn't just a way to get
to class for BG Cycles
BG Cycles is a group that gets
to together to ride their bikes
and make the campus more
aware of bicycling and bicycle
safety issues.
Sean Morrissey, vice-president
of BG Cycles, wants students and
local residents to view bicycling
as not just a way of getting from
point A to point B.
"Bikes are important not
only for transportation but
also as a recreational lifestyle,"
Morrissey said.
According to Nathan Miller,
president of BG Cycles, the
group's mission is to inform
students and the community
about bicycling.

"Our main goal is 10 pro"Some future goals
mote cycling awareness on
campus and in the commu- are to provide refurnity," Miller said.
The group has many ideas on
bished bikes to the
how to raise cycling awareness.
"We want to start reaching
BG community..."
out to the community. We are
working on a pamphlet to hand Nathan Miller | BG Cycles president
out at Campus Kest and on getting a table in the Union," Miller munity members.
The group meets at 8:30
said. "We would also like to do
lectures in the near future about p.m. every second and fourth
luesday of each month at the
bicycle safety."
They have some ideas on how United Christian Fellowship on
to improve the local bicycling 3l3ThurstinAve.
community as well.
"It's a time to discuss issues
"Some future goals are to pro- about bikes and a good time
vide refurbished bikes to the BG to meet cyclists in the area."
community and to provide bet- Miller said.
ter bike racks," Miller said.
In addition to the reguBG Cycles was formed last lar meetings, BG Cycles joins
lanuary and is made up of 10
student members and five comSee CYCLES | Page 6

Defibrillator shocks health and safety
into University's athletic programs
By Cassandra Shofar
Reporter

With fall sports just around the
corner. BGSU has ensured that
our athletes' health and safety
are top priority.
A recent addition to the campus' defibrillator collection has
brought the total number of
units to 16.
An automatic external
defibrillator is "a device that
attempts to restore a normal
heart rhythm by delivering an
electrical shock to the heart,"
according to Heart Centers
Online.
The Web site also said the
device is used "when the heartbeat is dangerously fast due to
ventricular tachycardia or ven-

tricular fibrillation (a rapidly
quivering heart)," which can
lead to cardiac arrest.
Sincethe start of BGSU'sAED
program in February 2003, a
defibrillator has only been used
on one athlete and unfortunately was unsuccessful, said
Kimberly Miller, director of Risk
Management at the University.
Miller added that there was a
successful usage of the device
on a 53-year-old male that suffered a sudden cardiac arrest at
Olscamp Hall In March 2004.
The AED program is aimed to
"reduce the chance of death for
people who experience sudden
cardiac arrest," Miller said.
While not every campus
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Locals, students
can choose recs
By Jessica Spies
Reporter

JtSSE WABO 1 THE BG NEWS

FREE BURRITOS BRING L-O-N-G LINES
CHILLIN' AT CHIPOTLE: Will this line ever end? That's what some students might of been asking themselves as they stood in line (or Free Burnto Wednesday, a promotion tacbc by
Chipotle for their grand opening yesterday

ere are
more than 3-6
million women
world widewhere do you
■V
Recruitment opportunities
begin today!

Meet the Panhellenic
sororities today at
ac Beach from'

With the obesity epidemic running rampant in America, choosing the right recreation center has
never been more important.
A typical college student's budget deems it necessary to compare
prices. Full-time students can use
the on-campus BGSU rec center
which is included in their tuition
and fees.
But even though the BGSU rec
boasts two swimming pools and
a climbing wall, some have looked
for an alternative.
live recently built BowUngGreen
Training and Community Center
on the comer ofWest Newton and
Haskin roads has attracted many
members in its short existence.
Covering 79,000 square feet,
some of its draws are the popular video game Dance Dance
Revolution and adult belly dancing classes. Even though the classes, which include Kundalini Yoga,
latin l-'unk and Pilates have a fee,
they are unorthodox and attract
younger members.
There are currently 1,727 members of the center and while some
are college students, most are
University faculty members, said
Mike Pollack, an employee at the
community center.
Pollack said faculty members
don't "necessarily want to work out
with students".
Since most of the University's
staff live in the area year round,
the consistent summer hours
of the community center could
encourage their membership.
On the other hand, the BGSU
Rec Center's current community
membership of 29 has dropped

from last year's high of 67.
The reason for increasing membership at the community center
may be explained by the center's
reasonable rates
The community center's
rates are nearly half of what the
University rec center charges for
community members. For example, a Bowling Green resident can
pay $175 for a membership at the
community center but must pay
$350 if they choose to work out at
BGSU.
Stephen Kampf, assistant vice
president and director of recreational sports at the BGSU rec
center, said membership fees
are pan of the BGSU rec center's
revenue and money from community membersliips goes back
into operations salaries and the
facility's electric bill.
According to Pollack, the community center's membership fees
pay for the "costs of staffing and
operating the facility."
And its location, less than five
miles away from Bowling Green's
campus makes the center accessible to both students and faculty.
But while faculty and community members may make the
switch, Rosie Nyland, a BGSU
junior, doesn't think most students
will join the community center.
"The new BG Community
Center doesn't have the same
amenities as the University rec
such as indoor pools and racquet
ball courts," she said.
Despite price differences, Tom
Sweeney manager of the BGSU
rec center's pro-shop, is also confident the public won't abandon
the rec.
TTie BGSU rec is "one of the best
facilities in the MAC and the public recognizes that", he said.

BGSU Rec center

Community Center
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POLICE
BLOTTER

CAMPUS
BRIEF

TUESDAY
7:22 a.m.
Several construction trailers near
Perry Stadium were reportedly
broken into.
1:14 p.m.
Mailbox valued at $20 reported
stolen overnight on South College
Drive. There are no suspects.

Air soft gun shooters
released from jail
A 911 call brought Bowling Green
city police to the Wooster Street
home of two students yesterday
at 346 p.m. Students. Trenton
Fledderjohann and Michael Osbocne.
names wete not released in yester-

WEDNESDAY
1:28 a.m.
Tmily E. Piotrowski. 19. and Jude
A. Jovanovic. 19. arrested for
trespassing at The Enclave pool
and underage under the influence.
Brandt Jo Fitzsimmons. 21, was
arrested for trespassing.
1:57 a.m.
A man on Ada Avenue reported
receiving threatening text messages from someone claiming
to be part of the "Perrysburg
Mafia." Police spoke with the person sending the messages and
advised him to stop calling.

days BG News story The two were
suspected of having firearms, which
the police found to be air soft guns.
The students were playing in their
front yard when police arrested them.
Fledderjohann and Osborne were
charged with inducing panic and
taken to the Wood County Justice
Center. They were later released upon
posting bail. They appeared before a
judge this morning to make their plea.
The maximum punishment for their
charges, a first degree misdemeanor,
is six months in jail and a $10,000 fine.
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Lee Camp, Comedian
9pm • Bowen- Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
There aren't too many 24 year-olds
who have written a comedy
book about college,
won a national comedy
competition, and been
featured on a major TV
show. Come see why
Jimmy Fallon calls him
ireakin' incredible!"
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Jaywalking no
e to Iowa police
By Emilcigh Barnes
U-WIRE

Dance dance dance... until it's time for class
BREAK IT DOWN NOW: Kim Malizio. a freshman, and Marc Vertido. junior play Dance Dance Revolution during free gameplay mgbl a!
the Union last night First-year students and upperclassmen alike enjoy spending their free lime m the arcade, located across from the Black
Swamp Pub.

University stores not to

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
■

ITH&I nwc t rues IfWffrtP&ywirt COT* Yiiiff^toi^' tr*

blame for cost of books
By Zack Pattit
U-WIRE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. — The
school year has begun, and
once again luilion is up, but a
main concern of students and
parents is the continued rise of
textbook prices.
According to a 2tK)f) U.S.
Government
Accountability
Office study, the price of textbooks has risen 186 percent in
the past 20 years,
"two of my five books cost
over S300, and at the end of the
semester I may only get a lew
dollars at huyhack. just like last
year," said Will Cutlip, sophomore accounting major.
One thing many students are
wondering is who controls the
pricing of these books?
The book publishers set the
initial list price of the books,
and after that the bookstore
has to recoup certain expenses, explained Mike Campbell,
Marshall University Bookstore
manager. The bookstore mainly
has to recoup freight expenses
from ordering the books.
The bookstore is not responsible for the increasing costs
of books, but many of the
workers deal with complaints
about prices.
Campbell also offered his
expertise on why buyback prices
are the way they are.
Campbell said there are
categories that are looked at
when considering a buyback.
The national market value
and textbook adoption are the
prime factors.
"We buy back all the books
we need at half die new book
value, until we reach the supply

we iKitl." Camplx'll said. "We
prefer used books."
Some
students
have
responded to higher prices by
finding their books by alternative means.
"Last year I decided I was
going to buy all my books on the
Internet," said Krika IJkin, senior
special education major.
FJkin continued her boycott
of bookstores by again searching for books on the Internet
"They are chea|XT much of the
time, and I have not incurred any
problems," slie said.
TheUniversity Bookstore isnot
afraid its business will lieuvcitak
en by online purchases, though,
Campbell said he believes students will continue buying from
die bookstore because of store
accuracy, and the knowledge of
when to return the Ixxiks.
He said that it is somewhat
risky to get books on the Internet
because they may not come with
all die required material, and if
they do not, diere is no easy way
to return them.
One thing that adds to the a 61
of lx>oks is extra supplements.
like compact discs and workbooks. Bundling diese books is
one reason that the publisher's
are setting die prices so high,
according to liin (ioiulek of a
I Uglier Education Committee.
There is no indication book
prices will go down in the funire
because they are rising at more
than twice the national Inflation
rate, according to an article by
Douglederman.
Ultimately,
the
Marshall
Bookstore's manager is doing
What he can for students. "If I
could buy every book back I
would," Campbell said. "I have
been there before."

Greek Recruitment
Carnival
New students on meet and mingle with
the Panhellenic sororities on campus
MacDonald Beach

6:30 -9 50 p.m.
Auditions for "All the
World's a Stage"
400 University Hall

Creed on Campus
201A Union

BGSU Women's Rugby
Informational Meeting
Any questions please contact Danielle
Dever. Pizza and Pop will be provided at
the meeting.
101 Olscamp

earthquakes
each year.

enforcement
"Its hard enough lor students
Hi pay tuition, said 111 junior
(Ini-s Pryor, "Nc* the city]
wants to charge people for a

petty crime?'
Hut Hart said money from
jaywalking (nations would "not
even Ix1 a drop In the bucket ol
the city's budget."
As for the ill, diaries Green,
the university^ assistant vice
president lor the Ul police; said
he didn't remember his officers
ever giving a ticket for jaywalking
"It has just become a part of
thecultuic." be added
Residents need to pay attention to why police arc ticketing
jaywalkers, Han said, adding
people cited on Aug. 22 were told
by an officer no) to cross against
thi1 light.
Ihc\ wire ticketed only if lhc>
ignored the officer and (Kissed
anyway, he said.
The motorists are just ecstatic

alx)Uttlic\p(il('siiiantickcLs|,"hc
snd. "They say kkabout time"
Hut III junior Byron Stokes
said iiKiuii isis and pedestrians
cramming downtown Iowa
( uy could coexist without
needing jaywalking citations
10 force the peace.
"I think we have to be careful
ol other drivers on the street, but
I think it's outnigeoi is we get ticketed walking to Class," he said "I
always Ixiieved pedestrians had
the right of way"

JAYWALKING IN BG
LEVEL OF CRIME: "uiemeanor.,
• lotion
FINE:, .fwlustoffense.S1C0for
second n
WHAT CONSTITUTES A FINE:
'i'*ild(iosswdlt mfrontofa
... nog the car to brake suddenly.
ir walking without a crosswalk in front of
a police vehicle
HOW OFTEN FINES ARE GIVEN:
the last 10 /ears
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By Carria Circoiti
U-WIRE

KENT, Ohio — Freshmen
are oil to a new- start, and
seniors are finishing the
last stretch of their undergraduate careers. But freshman or senior, it's never
too late to purchase a cell
phone plan or think about
switching networks,
Malt Webster, senior physical education major, switched
from Verizon Wireless to
Qngulai last yeai to keep in

touch with his family.
We decided on Cingular
because it gave us nee calls

to everyone on the family
plan," Webstei said. "But the
main reason we went with
it is because my dad moved
last year, and Verizon gave
us horrible coverage at his
new house. Plus, the rollo\er
minutes are nice."
[here is little difference
between Verizon Wireless
and Cingulai when it comes
to their individual and family
plans Both networks oiler the
same price for the same minutes with no roaming and tree

longdis
According to its tofeb sue.
Verizon's smallesi individual
plan starts at 4.V) minutes for
ipermonili. wiih unlimited weeknight and weekend

calling and INcaliing.
( ingularS 450 minute plan
has all these perks, hut it limits
weeknight minutes I lie plan
gives (he Usei "i.tKKl minutes
to use after 9 p.m. The other
live individual plans are the
same, perks and all. And when
it comes to the family plans.
it's the same story with the
exception thai Qngulai offers
the smallest plan, beginning
at $5939 for 550 minutes for
tWO phone lines, according to
('ingular.com.
With both networks there
must be a minimum of two
lines .Hid a maximum of
live. Each added line costs

$10 each,

NEWEST APTS.

The Earth
experiences

50,000

IOWA CITY. Iowa — As
University of Iowa senior
Aaron Myers stepped into the
intersection of Clinton and
Washington Streets, he nestled
his nose into a copy of "Twenty
Years at Hull I louse
He didn't look up again until
he had reached the sidewalk on
the other side
Aidiough Myers trotted away
this time without a citation, he
could have faced a nearly S70
line because of toughened imlice
enforcement that now targets
jaywalkers, which law enforcement calls an effort to boost
pedestrian safety.
Since Maidl police in Iowa
City, Iowa, have issued mote
jaywalking rickets than in the
past two years combined, citing
pedestrians for a crime mam
interviewed considered too
minor to deserve punishment.
"I think, in some cinunistances, nickeling jaywalkers is
reasonable, but, in most cases,
it's ridiculous," said Myers, who
said he routinely crosses against
the light when he isn't obstructing traffic.
In 2004, kivra City police Issued
six jaywalking citations. In 2005,
one person was ticketed. This
year, Iowa City police Sgt. Doug
Hart said, officers have issued
eight tickets as of last week for
the violation.
Officer Ed McMartin said the
hulk of his light to curb jaywalkInghas involved cautioning do/
ens of pedestrians.
"(Ink in the most blatant of
violations" did he issue a fine,
die officer said. "A lot of limes,
you have swarms of pedestrians
wiio go against traffic lights, and
it's frustrating to drive) s."
With students back in town,
police were reminded tobev Igl
lant and watch for traffic violations that could l>c dangerous,
McMartin said.
"Eventually, the odds are
someone's going to get hit." he
said, adding that since he has
started handing out citations, he
has noticed a drop in the number of violations downtown

The total cost ul a jaywalk
illg ticket, including court Ices
and surcharges, is approximately $69.
Though police champion the
endeavor, many students coinplained about the Increased

Networks
offer many

* Restrictions Apply

FREE Pool & Hot tub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE fitness (enter
FREE Private Shuttle
FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sand Volleyball
The Enclave II
877-819-6802
Colleqeparkweb.com
706Ndpoleon Rd.
Office Hours:
Hon-fri: 8:30dm-/pm
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"If you're not involved
in anything, you're
more likely to go out
and drink."
MACKENZY

MCNEILL. Freshman.

A

K KRISIEHVASAS
^■WWON COLUMNIST

University
needs to offer
etter events
So what are you planning now
that irs the weekend?
let's (jo over lilt- options:
W&tch "Benchwarmeis" with
the freshmen in Mac Beach;
attend IK i Idol and watch your
fellow dasonates iielt out iiorrible renditions of "Don't Stop
Believing" by loumey; oi hasically, like every other cofiege sti i dent, go out and drink until you
can't remember your own name
Well, according to a recent
survey by the (race of Justice
Programs, nearly 75 percent of
you will take the drinking option
and consume alcohol or partici
pate in binge drinking.
But why is this hap|X'ning?
According to the survey;
the fad thai alcohol is so
cheap, and actually becoming
cheaper, is one of the reasons
Another reason is people are
ready and willing to sell to
underage drinkers jusi so they
can rake in the profits.
But one of tin' main reasons
why hundreds of returning students flock to party after party
the first week hack in college
is actually quite simple: there's
nothing better to du
Sun', the university offers
amazing options like IK I Idol
and drive-in movies, but just
take a walk by Mac Beach next
weekend and yon will notice
that only about ^IX) students are
actually seen there.
So what can the university do
to try and step up their game?
Perhaps they could Introduce some activities that don't
require a juvenile mindset
in order to enjoy them. I'm
sure that many of you out
there (myself included) enjoy

"The President will continue to pursue terrorists with all the tools at
his disposal. - Vice-President Dick Cheney, commenting on the Iraq War at a
Republican benefit in Nebraska
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Do you think student consumption of alcohol is directly related to a lack of extra-curricular activities?
"No. because consuming alcohol has
everything to do
with you.

"No. I think they just

"No. I don't. Some

choose to [dnnk]

people come to col-

because they like to."

lege just to party"

ASHLEY CROLEY.
Freshman. Pre-Veteunary
Biology

MICHAEL EDWARDS.
Grad Student, Career and
Technology Education

RALPH ELLIOTT,
Sophomore.
Telecommunications

fe

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's fcople On The
Street? Of a suggestion foe a
question? Give us your feedback at bgnews.com.

American Idol just as much as
the next person, but think of the
thousands that can't stand to
even! tear the theme song.
And what about drive-in
movies? first of all. how many
years in a row are we going to be

showing movies In Mac Beach?
According to the University
Activities Organization, which
sjwmsors the movies, this is the
third year running that they
hiivc put up their big screens.
Ihis year they showcased the
movie 'Benchwanners,'' which
I will say is quite funny; but the
same movie is shown on one of
the free n v >\ ie channels offered
byBGSU.
What kind of incentive is
that? Why not show a movie
that we won't see 100 times a
day just by Hipping randomly
through the channels. After
interviewing a number of students on campus, I found that
roughly three-fourths of those
asked drank this weekend,
either on campus or off.
Many ol them had not even
heard of any of the activities taking place on campus, and if they
had, they found them too uninteresting or childish to go to.
While it's true some students
did go to the movie or IKi Idol,
many of them left halfway
through because they thought
they could find something
mine exciting or interesting to
do elsewhere So what kind of
suggestions did the students I
polled have? Basically, they want
the events to be more exciting
and suitable for all ages like any
event should be

MCT

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Personally, I reel as though
bringing in the big bands or
comedians that the university showcases during our
I loniecoming Weekend might
help solve the problem.
Who wants to godl inking
when Dane Cook or Dashboard
t ontcssional are playing live
right outside your door?
Whatever die solution, it's
time for the university to step
up and take control of a situation that is slowly overtaking
our campus.

Walter does not consider
women's choices
The opinion column on Aug.
29,2006 by Lauren Walter
about the so-called "incomplete'' information given
about Plan B also neglected to
mention some very pertinent

Sendwmments to Hasten Vasas at
kfiste/tbgmedu

ALAH CALCATERRA
OPINION COLUMNIST

Situation in
Iraq is looking
optimistic

MCT

In the past week there have
been reports by U.S. Gen. lohn
Abizaid, the top commander in
the Middle East, which informs
that violence in Iraq is starting
to decrease and a civil war may
not happen.
Abazaid conveyed these
optimistic sentiments in a
meeting with Iraqi President
lalal Talabani.
I Ie and other military officials both agree the U.S. is
helping improve Iraq. Abizaid
said, "I think Iraq's far from it.
I think that there's been great
progress in the security front

information.
first, according to
the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
a pregnancy begins with the
implantation of a fertilized egg.
According to the definitions
that doctors use, neither Plan B
or the pill cause the terminal ii in
of a pregnancy.
Of course, Lauren's definition of pregnancy wasn't
implantation.
Her definition was based on
the idea of fertilization, which

is a completely different topic
altogether.
Everyone is allowed to have
his or her own definition of
when life begins.
I ,III i en is allowed to believe
life begins at fertilization.
Nobody will force her to have
an abortion.
And nobody will force her to
use Plan B.
l-auren also inadvertently
negated her own point by saying that the information about
the possibility of prevention of

implantation could be found on
Plan B's very own website.
The information is public,
and if a woman believes that
life lxy.ii is at fertilization and
doesn't want to take a chance,
she is well within her right to
choose not to have an abortion,
not to use Plan B or not to use
birth control. Choice should be
left to the woman. If you don't
want Plan B, don't take it.
— Corinne Staggs. junior.
English and Political Science
cstaggs@ibgsu.edu

here recently in Baghdad."
Ihis is very encouraging and
could mean tensions in Iraq
are starting to cool down. Even
though we have a long way to
go in the war in Iraq, this has
been more optimistic titan what
Democrats have been saying for
the past three years.
I X'mocrats have been claiming diat this is the new Vietnam
and our best option is to leave
even though we arc now making progress in Iraq.
Gen. George Casey, the U.S.
commander in Iraq, said. "I
think everybody has seen an
improvement in the situation
in Baghdad over the last weeks
because of the operations of
the Iraqi security forces supported by the American Army,
and we're confident that we can
sustain that."
U.S. military command
released a statement this past
Friday remarking. "There was
a marked decrease in murders
and violence in hi it Ii Shula
and Ghazaliyah |and| during
this operation we cleared over
20,000 buildings without incident, capturing several personnel, weapons and 15 caches."

U.S. military command also
said they captured one suspect
and seized a sniper rifle, three
machine guns, 28 assault rifles
and ammunition.
This is more evidence that
our new operations are a success and we are finding more
weapons and other important
information with the increase
in searches.
We have a long way to go, but
it's statements like these that
still give an optimistic look at
Iraq and these statements help
show that we arc slowly making
Iraq a better place.
Gen. Abizaid said he and
Casey are "very optimistic diat
the situation will stabilize."
There are no available
accurate casualty counts and
statistics for August but the
Associated Press count shows
a downward trend and also
reported deaths are estimated
to be lower than the acnial
number of people killed.
Abizaid also said to Iraqi
reporters, "Obviously, Iraqis
being in control of their own
future with their own national
forces is what your country
wants and what we want, and

so we'll woric together to help
make that possible."
I believe Gen. Casey and
Abizaid are bringing optimism
to Iraq and the U.S., and I feel
more people are going to back
die troops and the country
when they see how much
improvement is being made.
Even though Democrats want
to make Iraq into a quagmire
we can't get out of, it's actually
quite different.
With these new tactics and
with Iraq having its own police
and military forces, it shows that
Iraq will end up being a better
country. The worst we can do
now is leave Iraq because terrorists will take it as a victory
and will never stop attacking.
If we leave, all the improvement we are making now will
go to waste, allies will see us
as weak and terrorists will
attack us more because leaving Iraq is victory to them and
they won't be happy until they
destroy the U.S.

Sendcanments to AlanCakaterraat
aaht@bgsuedu.
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Ohio to cities: Bicycles aren't just toys
CLEVELAND (AP) — Ohio's cycling
laws have been rewritten to make
them as simple as riding a bike.
The changes go into effect Sept. 21
and will help make local ordinances
more uniform and in line with regulations governing motorists across
the state.
The Ohio Department of Public
Safety, the State Highway Patrol
and the Ohio Department of
Transportation supported the
changes, signed into law by Gov. Bob
Taftlnjune.
"The big thing is that it makes for
uniformity throughout the state,"
said Chuck Smith, president of the
Ohio Bicycle Federation, which
pushed for the revisions. "With the
uniformity, you know what to expect.
It really only makes sense."
Until now, local governments
could regulate bicycles as they saw
fit. As a result, bicycle rules differ
from community to community.
For example, local ordinances in

Broadview Heights say all bicyclists
must ride on the sidewalk. But next
door in North Royalton, they must
ride on the street.
The sidewalk rule will be invalid when the new state law goes
into effect.
Municipalities retain some freedom. But now, when there are special
local bicycling laws, such as requiring riders to wear a helmet or ride in
a single line, communities must post
signs spelling out those laws.
The new law also gets rid of some
bad regulations passed government officials who did not understand proper bicycle operation,
said Fred Oswald, an Ohio Bicycle
Federation board member who lives
in Middleburg Heights.
The people who write
these ordinances don't
understand
bicycling,"Oswaldsaid.
"They think of
them as toys."

Oswald pointed to regulations
mandating riding on sidewalks as
an example. Sidewalk cycling —
except for the youngest riders — is
unsafe, he said, because motorists
are often surprised by cyclists' sudden appearances at intersections
and driveways.
The safest way to bicycle is to
operate it as you would a car.
Oswald said.
Some years ago, Oswald created a list
that graded the bicycling laws of about
65 northeast Ohio communities.
Olmsted Falls was among the cities that received an F-minus, mainly
because of an

Gambling initiative tries to get on ballot

ordinance mandating bicyclists to
ride on sidewalks.
Mayor Robert Blomquist said
someone driving a machine,
whether it be a motorized scooter
or a bike, is hazardous to pedestrians on sidewalks.
But he questioned whether the law
should apply to young children, who
he said would not be safe navigating
the city's roads, some of which have
lanes that are just 8-feet wide.
"Does it make sense?" Blomquist
said. "I'm not quite sure I agree with
thaL Obviously, we'll conform with the
state code, but hopefully at the end of
the day, common sense will prevail."
State's new bicycling law takes
effect Sept. 21.

OHIO BICYCLf LAWS
Changes to slate law goveriwig Ohio bicydntsnelude:
* Local governments can no longw requite
eyefcn to nde on Bdewals or ban bcytJes from
cenan stoetv other than freeways.
*

Wheel and front reflectors ate no

longer requ*eo\
* Cyclists are no longer tequred to gne a
conhnuoustumsqnal
* Bcycteti are allowed to nde on the Wt
side of a lane to make a left turn, to stay out of
a nght-tum-only lane ot to »od potholes, road
debris or stopped vehicles
* Cars are alowed to pass bicycles n nopassng /ones under certtn conrjnons
" Courts are grven sentencing drscretion.
including remeoW bKyde tranng
SOURCE: The Ohio tkyde
Federation

Cleveland named 'poorest big city' in America
By Jo* Milici.i

By Juli* Car Smyth
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — The campaign
behind a gambling initiative
will have 10 days to gather
more signatures after falling
short of the minimum to get
the issue on the November
ballot, state election officials
said yesterday.
Assistant Secretary of State
Monty Lobb certified 314,183
of the campaign's signatures,
8,716 fewer than are needed to
qualify. The committee has 10
days to make up the difference.
Robin Hepler, a spokeswoman for the campaign, called
Learn and Earn, said the group
is confident it will meet the
deadline, probably by the end
of the week.
"When we were informed

initially of this issue, we immediately dispatched the petitioners back out into the field, and
we've gotten a very enthusiastic
response," she said.
David Zanotti, representing
opponents of the issue, said he.
too, was certain that the issue
— backed bya group of racetrack
owners and casino developers
— would make the ballot.
"They'vegotanextraSlOO.OOO
to bu rn, so they'll make it up in a
day or two," said Zanotti, president of the Ohio Roundtable.
"At the end of the day, it's all
about their money." He said the
opposition campaign will also
be building momentum in the
next two weeks.
"I believethey submitted about
600.000 signatures initially, so
that's about a 50 percent validity
rate," he said. "So that's appropriate, since about half of every-

thing they say is true."
Proponents of the measure
have focused on the fact that
a college scholarship program
would be paid for with proceeds of the expanded gambling options contained in
the measure. The program,
modeled after Georgia's Hope
Scholarships, would earmark
money for Ohio students to
spend on tuition at Ohio colleges, public or private.
Opponents emphasize that
Learn and Earn proposes more
legalized gambling in Ohio,
in the form of slot machines
at Ohio's seven racetracks
and two freestanding sites in
downtown Cleveland. They
stress the ills of expanded
gambling, including a predicted increase in gambling
addicts that state government
will have to treat.

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The city
was ranked Tuesday as the
nation's poorest big city by
the U.S. CensusBureauforthe
second time in three years,
reclaiming the unwanted
title from Detroit.
Cleveland had 32.4 percent of its 452,200 people living below the poverty level
in 2005, according to data
released by the American
Community Survey.
Cleveland Mayor Frank
lackson said the survey told
Clevelanders something they
already know.
"ThepovertyrateinClcveland
has been very high, among the
highest in the United States, for
a long time," lackson said in a
statement. "Cleveland remains
impoverished because we have

POVERTY RATES IN
OHIO
By The Associated Press
Estimated percentage of people living
undef the poverty level in Ohio and its
major cities:

Ohio 150
Akron 201
Canton 274
Cincinnati 250
Cleveland 524
Columbus 185
Dayton 28.9
Lorain 176
Parma 6.5
bit4o2M
Youngstown 24.5
Source: US Census Bureau. 2005
American Community Survey

failed to put together an appropriate plan that is effective in

reducing poverty.''

Last year, Cleveland fell to
No. 12 on the list. City leaders celebrated when the 2005
survey put the city's poverty
level at 23.2 percent, down from
the nation-leading 31.3 percent
the year before. But some questioned how the ranking could
fall so far in just 12 months.
The new rankings are based
on various-sized samples of
data collected monthly last
year. The Census Bureau has
said it quadrupled its data collection from the last survey,
making this year's ranking a
more accurate poverty picture
and making comparisons to
the 2005 survey tricky.
"With a bigger sample size we
would expect the estimate we
got this year is closer to the real
rate," said Ken Bryson, senior
program analyst for American
Community Survcv
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CARDIAC
From Page 1

den death in young athletes
and I think thai has raised
huge awareness," Boersma
said "And they've made these
\i D's us.i friendly now... the
whole idea that they're that
easy and successful has made
them much mure popular in

owns an Alii), most are aiming to get thorn, said Doug
Boersma, director of Sports
Medicine and All) coordina- college settings."
The device is made to only
Kir leu \thli-iiisat BGSU.
■ i his is us being proactive." administer a shock if the perBoersma said.
Everyone son's heart rhythm indicates
would like to get one bul thej a need for one. therefore, a
person with minimal training
are very expensive."
With a portahle unit such can use the device and let it
as the Medtronic CR Plus decide ii a shock is necessary,
costing BGSU around $1,850, Boersma said.
Me added that, in some
it can be pricey for some
institutions, bill Its benefits cases, certain rhythms are
outweigh the expenditure, not "shockable" and the only
according to both lincisma thing anyone can do in those
situations is continue CPR and
and Miller.
"Statistics show thai more let the Emergency Medical
than 200,000 Americans Technicians take over.
Boersma also said the AED
die ol sudden cardiac arrest
cvcrv year." Miller said. I heii giyes crucial Information,
chances of survival are greatly such as numbers indicating
enhanced with the presence the survival rate, in its readings when applied in an emerof an automated external defl
gency situation.
hrillator."
BGSU's defihrillators are
Boersma always puts the
defihrillators as "high neces- spread out among the different athletic training facilities
sity" on their list for funding.
"In recent years, we're con- on campus, as well as at the
stantly hearing about sud- campus police station.

GAS
From Page 1

Daniela Stover, who has
winked at Speedway since
February, says she feels guilty
when people steal gas under

her watch.

can and the high cost trickling
down, I don't think that it is
really that big of a deal," said
Nick Anderson, a junior.
I,as prices have been cause
lot media attention, with radio
stations like 92.5 KISS-FM giving
away a year's worth of free gas
as a contest grand prize. I-ocal
news stations devote substantial
snippets of time to finding the
cheapest gas around town and
in Inly prices ballooned to S3.08
a gallon.

"I've had about four since I
started w orking here, and 1 would
say that it happens about twice a
month to the store in general."
she said.
Naturaldisastcrslikcl lurru ano
katrina had a huge influence on
gas prices all over the country
in 2005, and with the upcoming
hurricane season, gas could rise
even higher, forcing employees
like Nicely and Stover to keep
their eyes peeled.

CYCLES

campus. In the future the
group would like to plan
extended trips.
"We would like to make a
long trip to some local slate
parks on a to-be-determined
weekend in September."
Miller said.
I he group is looking to
increase their numbers by
recruiting students, stall.
faculty and community

From Page 1

weekly foragroup ride through
town.

"On Thursdays, we go on
casual rides throughout the
city," Morrissey said. "We
meet at the post office at
7 p.m."
Lasl Spring, BCi Cycles
did bicycle tune-ups around

members.
MARIA HUMMED

EAT UP: Mdit Jurak. a junior creative writing major, enjoys a large Andes Creme de
Menthe blizzard at Dairy Queen on East Wooster Street.

UNIVERSITY HALL

sharing a blizzard is often
encouraged by parents who
come Into the restaurant
One of the seasonal attractions to this establishment
is the pumpkin pie Blizzard,
which \l\les Started serving on
Monday.
This original delight combines three guilty pleasures: a
slice ol pumpkin pie, icecream
and whipped cream to top it oil.
In the first hours upon being
served, this treat went through
three whole pics, which is
roughly 24 individual slices.
\lvl( - said this Blizzard has
become so popular they now

serve it for four and a half
months out of the year.
"Everyone has different tastes
and I offer something individual
enough thai it makes it more
attractive," he said.
I lespite the increase in other
ice cream outlets like Marble
Slab, this DQ hasn't seen a
decline in stiles. In fact, they've
seen an increase. Mvlessaid.
He said the rise In individual ice cream intake and
the new companies that are
making their way into the
Ice (ream market only raiseawareness of the different ice
cream choices.
lodging by the customer
response's, this IX} offers somei lung that keeps mouths happy.
"This is the best soft-serve in
the state... This DQ Is far superior," one customer said.

The BGSU Women's Center kicked off
its Brown Bag Luncheon series yester-

Sept. 27 - Activism in South Africa
The Influence of Spirituality on Feminism

day. Brown Bag Luncheons ate held
Wednesdays from noon to I pm

(With presenter Angela Crist. American

BLIZZARD
From Page I

The following is the fall
2006 Brown Bag Luncheon
schedule:
Sept. 6 - Ethical Research: Balancing
Academic and Service Commitments
(With presenters Radhika Gajjala.
Communication Studies, and Giaduate
Students from C0MS 640)

Culture Studies)
Oct. 4 -Making Schools Safer:
Addressing Homophobic Violence
(With piesenter Kim Welter. Equality

Toledo)
Oct. 11 - Catholicism and
HomoseKuality (With presenter Emily
Resnick. Psychology)

Sept. 13 - What Does "Pro-Choice"

Oct. 18 - Cheerleading Away from
Dating Violence (With presenters Cheryl
GrantRucker. Shay Foundation for Life.

Mean? (With presenters Amanda Monyak

and Mary Krueger, Women's Center)

and NARAL Pro-Choice BGSU)

Oct. 25 - African-American Women

Sept. 20

and Breast Cancer

Fun with (and the Politics

ol) Irish Dancing (With presentees Lucy
Long and Hannah Santino)

- Compiled by Megan Schmidt

SPORTS
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SIDELINES
PLAYER OF THE WEEK I AHMAD SMITH

Barnes ready to lead
against Badgers
ByBMBordewkk
Reporter

Freddie Barnes, a redshirt freshmen out of Chicago Heights, III.,
will make his first career start on
Saturday against the Wisconsin
Badgers at Cleveland Browns
Stadium as part of the "Clash in
Cleveland."
"1 can't wait to see how Freddie
will do." said coach Gregg
Brandon. "He's really stepped up
and embraced the role of a starter. He's a dynamic player. He's fun
to watch and he's a great kid to be
around. I'm excited for him."
Barnes will start because of a
one-game suspension handed to
Anthony Turner over the summer. Turner is expected to return
to starting after serving his game
suspension against the Badgers.
Being thrown in the spotlight
so quickly is no easy task to
handle, but Barnes feels he is
prepared.
"I'm nervous and excited. It's
a very wanted feeling. I'm just
there to manage the otfense as
Omar and Josh did in the past
just to keep us out of bad situations and don't put the stress on
our defense." Barnes said
Barnes will go up against a very
experienced Wisconsin defense.
Although Wisconsin won last
season's game against BG, the
Badgers will be looking to avenge

RUGBY
Team look for new
members today:
The BG Rugby team
will be holding a meeting
on today at 7 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse for any new
players wishing to join the
team. No previous rugby
experience is necessary.
Prospective players can
contact head coach Roger
Mazzarella at 419-353-1290
or rmazzar@bgnetbgsu.edu
for more information
The Falcon ruggers are
considered one the top
10 programs in the U.S. In
addition to having been a
national finalist four of the
past six years. BG has won
the Mid-America Conference
for the past 25 straight years.
The club has also toured
Wales, England. South Africa

"He's really stepped
up and embraced the
role of a starter. He's
a dynamic player."
tlit'ir defense output where they
gave up 42 points and 531 yards
of offense
"I'm just expecting us as a team
to go out and play hard." Barnes
said. "We're really getting tired of
hitting each other like very single
day and not being able to go as
hard as we want to."
Barnes will manage an offense
that returns senior wide receivers Kenneth Brantley and Ruben
Ruiz and redshirt junior Dan
Macon at ninning back.
"Freddie is a great player — a
great athlete," Macon said. "He's
an exciting player to watch. I kind
of compare him more to a losh
Harris type than Omar lacobs. I
played with both of them so I got
to see a little bit of both of them.
I think people are going to like
watching him play."
After redshirting last season.
Macon is anxious to get back out
on the field after his last carry
was for a three-yard loss against
See BARNES | Page 8

and Ireland.

"My shot wasn't falling, but we're going to

COUNTDOWN

have nights like that when shots don't fall.

CLASH IN
CLEVELAND

We keep shooting. We know we're capable

The BG football team
opens up its season in...

of making those shots."
BRANDONHEISS

2 DAYS

'Mi BG M!W

JUST KICKIN IT: Ahmad Smith gels his first taste ol collegiate play last week in an exhibition game against Xavier The Falcons will
look to Smith this season to be an offensive force in the absence of last year's scoring leader. Omari Aldridge.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Mike Tyson's debt: The
man who made

"Fresh'man talent

over S300 million in his boxing
career now owes millions he
doesn't have to creditors.

On the way down
Mike Tyson's pride,
respectability, integrity...:
Twenty years ago
he was heavyweight champion
of the worid. These days he
has a heavy heart, is over
weight and misses the world
he once knew Read more on

page 8.

The List
Sports fans just cant seem
to get enough of "Invincible."
We love the story of Vince
Papale, but it doesn't stack
up to these sports classics:

1. Field of Dreams:
Simply the best sports movie
ever made, whether you like

ByBiMBordrvmk
Reporter

What do Michael lordan,
lermaine Dye, LeBron lames
and Ahmad Smith all have
common? They all wear the
great number 23.
Smith earned player of the
week honors for his performance overthe weekend in the
Falcon Classic. Smith had the
game-winninggoal against the
Western Illinois Leathernecks
on Friday and scored a penalty
kick goal against the Eastern
Illinois Panthers on Sunday.
"1 know a lot of freshmen
don't get to do that, so it's
kind of an honor," Smith said.
"Pretty much I just have to
keep up the good work."
Though just a freshmen,
Smith is already being counted
on in a team that is looking for
young leadership.
"We're hoping that Ahmad
can be one of the leading goal
scorers for us and pick up right
where Omari Aldridge left off
— it puts us in agood position,"

"We are hoping that
Ahmad is going to
mean a lot [to our
team]."
Fred Thompson | Coach
said coach Fred Thompson.
Aldridge scored 11 goals for
the Falcons last season in the
same position that Ahmad
is playing now. Ahmad is on
pace for roughly 18 goals this
season (though after only
two games).
Smith has many teammates on the team who
is glad to see him on the
Falcons and not attending
any other university.
"Ahmad's a great guy,"
said fellow freshmen and
Mississippian.lacob Lawrence.
"I've played with and against
him for many years back home
in Mississippi. It's very nice not
to have to play against him. I
get to call him my teammate

now, and I'm very glad to have
him on my side, and I'm sure
everyone else is too."
Smith and Lawrence are
two freshmen that are part of
a massive overhaul of a soccer team that won no games
two seasons ago and won only
four games last season. This
year's squad features 15 Freshmen or redshirt freshmen, and
by going 1-1 this weekend, is
already 25-percent of the way
to matching last season's win
total.
"We are hoping that Ahmad
is going to mean a lot,"
Thompson said. "I am glad he
scored in his first two games.
It's a pretty good record to
have, and hopefully he can
keep it up."
Thompson realizes the history that is taking place. We
could be witnessing a special
thing. This could be like Pele
on the New York Cosmos in
the 1970s. Then again, maybe
we should just let Ahmad
play before comparing him to
lordan and LeBron.

baseball or not
2. Slapshot: Paul
Newman at his best doesn't

Teams to pay tribute to Walker in opener

USA overcomes poor
shooting, tops Germany
By Andrew Bag n* to
The Associated Press

SAITAMA, lapan — So far, no
one at the world championships
has Figured out how to counter
Team USA's superior skills, athleticism and depth. Germany
provided a clue last night.
The Germans packed the
paint and forced the Americans
to fire from afar. The strategy
worked for a half before the U.S.
pulled away for an 85-65 victory.
It may have been the scariest 20-point win in team history. The Americans struggled
against the Germans' zone
defense and were out of sync
for much of the night.
The Americans' performance
provided a glimmer of hope for
defense-oriented Greece, which
faces the United States in the
semifinals Friday. Spain and
Argentina, which meet in the
other semifinal, also will take
note.
"I'm sure we're going to see
a lot of zone," U.S. guard Kirk
llinrich said. "We have up til
now, and I'm sure we will the
remainder of the games. And
that's fine. We've got guys who
can make shots, and for whatever reason we just didn't do
that tonight."
Indeed, the United States

struggled through its worst
shooting performance — 38
percent from the field and 25
percent from 3-poinl range —
in seven games.
The only worse shooting
came from German star Dirk
Nowitzki. who finished with
more turnovers (five) than
baskets (three). He was 3-for12 from the floor and finished
with 15 points, tied for the team
high with Ademola Okulaja.
The Americans' leading scorer was Carmelo Anthony, who
scored 19 points but was 2-for12 in the first half.
"My shot wasn't falling, but
we're going to have nights like
that when shots don't fall," said
Anthony, who went 5-for-7 after
halftime. "We keep shooting.
We know we're capable of making those shots. Coach (Mike
Krzyzewski) told us to keep
shooting. That's what we did."
The United States is at Its
most potent when it is running
the floor and attacking the basket. But it launched 40 of its 85
shots from beyond the 3-point
arc.
At halftime. this looked like
the nightmare scenario envisioned by skeptics who have
questioned the Americans'
shooting touch. German coach
SeeUSA|Page8

get much better.

3. Bull Durham:

By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

Funny, authentic and a musthave sports movie DVD.
4. Caddyshack: Most
quatable sports movie of all
time and maybe the funniest
as well.

5. Happy Gilmore:
Sure, maybe others deserve
this slot, but this is a classic
to any sports fan under the
age of 30.

OXFORD, Ohio — The decals on
the helmets. The patches on the
111111111111 v The pregame speeches
on the nearby plaza. The halftime
tribute on the scoreboard.
Everywhere that Northwestern
and Miami players look during
their season opener on Thursday
night they'll be reminded of the
person who made the game possible Coach Randy Walker died
of an apparent heart attack two
months ago, a loss deeply felt at
both schools.
Expect some tears behind the
facemasks.
"We really can't imagine it
yet," Northwestern linebacker
Nick Roach said. "It will come
with all those pregame jitters we

always have.
"I'm sure it will just be amplified even more once we get out
on the field and get to warming
up and see the other team and
the '41 WALK' on the front of our
helmets. So I'm sure it will be
pretty intense."
Walker wore No. 41 when he
played at Miami as a tailback. He
also coached there for nine years,
and was Miami's all-time leader
in coaching wins when he left for
Northwestern in 1999.
He agreed to play his alma
mater in Oxford this year, setting up a feel-good homecoming.
Only one other Big 10 team has
played the RedHawks on their
home field—Iowa had to rally for
a 29-24 win in 2002.
The RedHawks appreciate the
long-ago gesture.

"It means a great deal to us,
simply because very ravrely do
we get this opportunity," said
safety )ocy Card, one of only two
returning starters on Miami's
defense. "It's good that Randy
Walker gave us the opportunity.
It also speaks to the tradition we
have at Miami."
It will feel like a memorial.
Both teams will wear helmet
decals with a red No. 41 and
"WALK" spelled out in purple.
The Wildcats also will wear a rectangular "WALK" patch on the
front of their jerseys for the entire
season. His life will be celebrated
with dips on the videoboard at
halftime.
How well the Wildcats handle
the emotion will be a big factor
See WALKER | Page 8

Former Buckeye Santonio
Holmes awaits trail
COLUMBUS (AP)—The trial
for Pittsburgh wide receiver
Santonio Holmes on misdemeanor charges of domestic
violence and assault has been
delayed to give both sides
more time to try and work out
a settlement.
The trial in Franklin County
Municipal Court was continued until Dec. 4 yesterday. Holmes' attorney, Sam
Shamansky, said he is trying
to work with prosecutors to get
the case dismissed.
Holmes is charged with

£

Santonio
Holmes
Faces charges ol
domestic violence
and assault

assaulting LaShae Boone,
mother of one of this three
children, in June. Shamansky
said Holmes and Boone have
worked out their differences,
and Boone no longer wants to
go forward with the case following the incident.
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BARNES

USA

From Pace 1

From Page 7

Memphis in the 2004 (".MAC
Bowl. By' all accounts, Macon is
the fastest player on the team
this year, so erasing the thought
of that three-yard loss should not
be hard.
Brantley, who is a filth-year
senior captain, believes Barnes can
be a very special player on offense.
"We really expect Freddie to
open up some tilings with his
legs because he has that type of
ability to open up things with
his legs with the run game and
maybe that can open up the
passing game." he said.
Barnes is only expected to
start the game in Cleveland
against Wisconsin with sophomore Anthony Turner returning
when the Falcons return home
against Buffalo, hut Barnes
expects to be doing something
to do with the offense.
"It's really up in the air right
now," Barnes said. Tin pretty
sure 1 can play a few positions,
me being as athletic as I am. I'll
probably stay on the offensive
side of the ball cither at running
back or wide receiver
Whether Barnes plays at quarterback, wide receiver or running
back, it seems as if he will make1
things exciting for the Falcons
this season.
With Banres, Brantley and
Macon on board, the Falcons
hope to turn last season's 65 record into a Mid-American
Conference Championship
and an appearance in a
bowl game.

JASON REHtNtB I IHE8GNEWS

GAME OM: Fallowing a freshman year on the sidelines as a redshut. Freddie Barnes
wtll lump sttaqhl into the action Saturday when starts at quarterback against Wisconsin.

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

Dirk Bauermann packed the
lane with a zone defense and
dared the Americans to fire
away from outside.
Others have tried to do the
same thing, but this time the
strategy worked.
"We switched our defense
and played a lot of zone in the
first half," Bauermann said. "In
the second half, they turned
up the heat and played a great
defensive game, and when you
play like that you can beat anyone and win the gold."
The United States pulled away
with defense and rebounding.
It pressured the Germans into
24 turnovers and hammered
them 48-34 on the backboards,
including a 22-6 advantage on
the offensive glass.
"The U.S. was better defensively," Bauermann said. "They
turned us over and killed us on
the offensive glass."
True enough. The United
States is two wins away from
its First gold medal since 1994
in this competition. But it will
take more than rebounding and
defense to mount the winner's
podium on Sunday night.
The Americans didn't appear
medal-worthy for much of
last night.
Dwyane Wade went l-for-ll
from the floor and fired two
air balls from beyond the arc.
Shane Battiermissedallthree3pointers he tried. LcBron lames
was 6-for-10 from the floor but
had seven turnovers.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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WALKER
From Paqe 7
in how their opener — and their
season — turn out.
"Without that loots, I think it
could be a very difficult and long
season," said Pat Fitzgerald, a
close friend of Walker's who took
over after his death.
The Wildcats would have gone
through a transition anyway.
Last season. Northwestern
averaged more than 500 yards per
game behind quarterliack Brett
Basanez, the school's career passing leader. I le'll be replaced by

red-shin freshman Mike Kalka.
Nine staners return on a delense
that ranked last In the nation, gi\ ingufi 180 yards pet game.
In addition to change, thewv
dealing with emotions as well.
"Were definitely playing tin
coach Walk," kalka said
Miami has much less experience. Only five starters return
on offense and two on defense:
milking the Red] lawks a work in
pmgn-ss for the opener. Junior
Mike kokal won the quarterback
job. hut has made1 only i me cai eel
stan and thrown 27 passes.
For both icanis. ihc locus will
be on the coach who gave theii

programs a direction.
Walker is the only coach to
lead Nbnhwestem to three howl
games, the most recent a 50-38
loss in die Sun Bowl 'Hie Wildcats
shared the Big Ten title in 2000
and went to the Alamo Bowl
At Miami, Walker look over a
leamcomingoffarvvo-winseason
and wen) 59-35-5 In nine years
I nil ne heading to Northwestern.
"We've had 12 straight winning
seasons here, and the first five
were under him." Miami coach
Shane Montgomery said. "We
wouldn't have had the success
were having now if he hadn't

come i»ai k as head coach."
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Tyson adjusts to life without money, fame
ByTimDahlb.rg
The Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — Some crowded
around the ring with cell phone
cameras in hand. Others sal at
a bar not 20 feet away drinking beer. Still others ignored it
all and smoked cigarettes and
played slot machines.
Mike Tyson used to put on
displays. On this day, he was
just on display.
Down the street, tourisis
watched lions and dolphins
between breaks at the slot
machines. In the Aladdin hotel,
ihey didn't need to move from
their seats at the bar to see
another curiosity in a make
shifi ring.
The former baddest man on
the planet has been reduced to
this — jusl another freak show
on the Las Vegas Strip.
The signs said he was in
training, and that was enough
to lure a few hundred people
to the makeshift ring set up
just outside the casino's buffet restaurant. Training for
what was a question better left
unanswered.
Tyson once made S35 million for one fight and more
than $300 million in his career
before blowing it all. Now he's
a casino sideshow, trying to
make a few bucks the only way
he knows how in a sport he no
longer can stand.
"I truly hate fighting," Tyson
said. "I've got a bad tasle in
my mouth."
On this day, Tyson is contrite, seemingly embarrassed
his life has been reduced to
this. He says he's uncomfortable going out in front of people
masquerading as the fighter he
once was when he knows it's all
really a charade.
But he owes his creditors millions, needs the money desperately and took up the casino on

its offer to make some.
So he gets into the ring to
throw a few punches at the
mitts of Irainer Jeff Fenech as
tourists take pictures.
"I'm looking to make a buck
like an;. >ne else," says Tyson.
There's talk of a series of
three-round exhibition fights to
earn that buck. It's a time-honored tradition in boxing, where
no one gets hurt and the former
champ who is down on his luck
gets a small taste of the money
he used to make.
Tyson is 40, but he's an old
40. Look past the bizarre tattoo
that stretches across the left side
of his face, and there's a weariness on his face that comes with
years of hard fighting and even
harder living.
It's been 20 years since Tyson
became the youngest heavyweight champion ever by
knocking out Trevor Berbick. I
remember watching him that
night and later seeing him walk
around the Las Vegas Hilton
with the WBC title belt wrapped
proudly around his waist.
His world quickly became
filled with riches, women and
fame in such abundance that
the one-time street tough
from New York had no chance
of handling il all. He went to
prison for rape only to come
out bigger than ever, but his
new life spiralcd out of control
almost as quickly.
He doesn't want anybody's
sympathy, isn't even sure why
they still care. They do, though,
because they remember what
he once was.
I had a great life. I had 20
lives. No way should they be
sympathetic to me," Tyson
said. "Unfortunately I'm not a
wealthy person."
He still manages to drive
a BMW, though he's quick to
say that in the day he would
drive Ferraris and Bentleys. The
problem was he would buy sev-
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T blank all that out of my
mind." Tyson said. "If I think or
dwell on that I can't be the person 1 want 10 be in life."
Which is?
"A simple guy."
Unfortunately, nothing will
ever be simple for Tyson. He's
always been tormented by
demons he's been either unable
or unwilling to control, and
he seems as confused over his
future as he was in his past.
He was embarrassed by his
knockout loss to an Irish stiff
named Kevin McBride the last
time he got into the ring 14
months ago, and vows never to
fight for real again. But here he
is training next to a bank of slot
machines trying to get in some
kind of shape so he can make a
few bucks off of his name.
It's sad, but that's the way
it is. When I look at Tyson it's
all I can do not to picture him
ending up like Joe Louis, who
worked as a casino greeler and
often was brought out drooling
in his wheelchair to ringside so
high rollers could say they saw
the Brown Bomber.
People loved Louis. For some
reason, they're still fascinated
with Tyson.
"People truly believe and
support me," he said. "I realized
that over time. I don't know if
it's for sympathetic reasons or
just something that they can
relate to me in life."
Tyson seems happy to be
talking about it, happy somebody still cares. He doesn't
really want to be doing this,
but the offer of a free hotel suite
and some cash brought him up
from Phoenix, where he spends
most of his time.
Now it's showtime, time to
walk into the casino and go
to work.
"Life," he says, "has changed
so much."
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eral and give them away to the
hangers-on that were always
around in his prime but were
nowhere to be seen on this day.
Me owned mansions, too,
and not just one. When you're
heavyweight champion of the
world, you think the money will
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Selling your old cell phone? Deleting
sensitive information not a simple task
ByT.dBrldl.
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Don't tell
your cell phone any secrets. It
might not keep them.
Second hand phones purchased over the Internet surrendered credit card numbers,
banking passwords, business
secrets and even evidence of
adultery.
One married man's girlfriend
sent a text message to his cell
phone: His wife was getting suspicious. Perhaps they should
cool it for a few days.
"So," she wrote, "I'll talk to u
next week."
"You want a break from me?
Then fine," he wrote back.
Later, the married man bought
a new phone. He sold his old one
on eBay for $290.
The guys who bought it now
know his secret
The married man had followed
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SAFE: Officers of Trust Digital hold portable devices used to secure business information

thedirectionsinhisphonc's manual to erase all his Information,
including lurid exchanges with
his lover. But il wasn't enough.
Selling your old phone once
you upgrade to a fancier model
can lx' like handing over your
diaries. All sorts of sensitive
information pile up inside our
cell phones, and deleting it may
be more difficult than you think.

A popular practice among sellers, resetting the phone, often
means sensitive information
appears to have been erased. But
it can iir resunected using specialized yet inex|)ensive software
found on the Internet.
A company, Trust Digital of
McLean, Va., bough) 10 dUfeteril
phones on eBay this summei to
test phone-security tools it sells

for businesses. The phones all
were iaitiy sophisticated models
capable of working with corporate e-mail systems.
Curious software experts at
Trust Digital resurrected information on nearly all the used phones,
including the racy exchanges
between guarded lovers.
The other phones contained:
• ()ne company's plans to win
a multimillion-dollar federal
transportation contract.
• E-mails about another firm's
SSO.UOO payment for a software
license.
• Bank accounts and
passwords.
• Details of prescriptions and
receipts for one worker's utility
payments.
The recovered information
was equal to 27,000 pages — a
stack of printouts 8 feet high.
"We found just a mountain
of personal and corporate data."
said Nick Magliato,Trust Digital's
chief executive.

NATION
Man convicted of killing
college student possibly
facing death penalty

SACRAMENTO. Calif - California would
become the first state to impose a limit
landmark deal reached yesterday by
legislative Democrats.

in the school shooting
The injured girl was treated al a hospital and released,
D'Annunzio said
"It was verj superficial,"
D'Annunzio said. "I saw her
before she was transported, and
she was laughing and talking."
Ninth-grader Philip Mitchell
said he was outside when the

Shooting started about 1 p.m.
"I here »as a bunch of smoke
and the) started shooting," said
Mitchell, who ran back inside the
building.
Denning Best,
another
high school freshman, was in
the cafeteria
"I saw people running away
and .ill the teachers were telling
us it was a lnckdmvn." she said.
It wasalittlebil freaky."
Students were temporaril)
barred from leaving both the high
school and nearbj < AV Stanford
Middle School for their safety,
D'Annunzio said.
Buses took students from the
campus to a church, where their
parents waited to collect them,
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on all greenhouse gas emissions under a
Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger and

HTLLSBOROUGH.NXX—Ateenager questioned in a shooting at
a high school last Wednesdaj
confessed to killing his father
and has been charged ^ ith murder, authorities said.
Alvaro Rafael Castillo, 19. of
Hillsborough told deputies after
he was taken into custody al
Orange I ligli School that he killed
Rafael I luezo Castillo, the (hnnge
County sheriff said.
Deputies who forced tlieit sv.is.
into the family's home found
the body of the lather, who had
been shot to death, Sheriff Lindy
IViulrrgrasssaid.
lt was not Immediately known
when the father died.
A former student drove into
the school's parking lot at midday
and Bred a gun at [he building.
spokeswoman Anne D'Annunzio
-nil. A girl was grazed on the
shoulder, and a boj was struck by
shattered glass, sin- s.iiil
Castillo has not been charged

i When is the best time to buy new tires from Tireman? J

The jury will return next week to begin
hearing evidence on whether Alfonso
Rodriguez Jr. 55. should be executed for
the slaying of 22-year-old Dru Sjorjtn.

California passes deal
on gas emissions limits

By Estvs Thompson
The Associated Press

TIRE SALE

BRIEFS

FARGO. N 0 - A convicted sex offender
on trial in North Dakota's first death
penalty case in more than a century was
found guilty yesterday of kidnapping and
killing a college student who was seized
from a shopping mall parking lot

Teenager kills father, in
custody for school shooting
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22,000 BGSU
alumni are Greek,
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Roommate Needed U Apts. Immed
occupancy. $212mo & ulit $100
sec dep req. Call Laura
440-785 4520

Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
lor days, eves., weekends Fun atmosphere. Ilex scheduling, exp. with
children prelerred. Send resume or
apply in person to Kidz Watch. 580
Craig Dl »2 Perrysburg OH 43551.

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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■ IEACHER
for adult beginning student.
rklein@bgsu edu

Travel
Help Wanted
Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations' Best
deals guaranteed' Highest rep com
missions Visit www stslravel com or
call 1-800-648 4649 Great group
discounts

'BARTtNDING! up lo $300 day No
exp necessary Training provided.

Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174
PACE Tumble-Cheer
instruclors warned.
Inquire n! nteredit@bgsu.edu

THURSDAY
FLATBREAD SALADS
Lunch 11-2
Dinner. 4:30 7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

Volunteer CYO Volleyball Coaches
wanted ASAP lor Fall 2006
Contact tammyt@bgsu.edu

Services Offered

Afternoon child care needed in Perrysburg. 3 30 - 6pm. most alternoons Car required 419-872-1228

Jack & Jill Childcare now open until
midnight. 2 1/2 yrs & potty trained
to 13 yrs old. 419-353-1001
MR. BILL'S CAMPUS TANNING
1 month UNLIMITED $29.50
3 months UNLIMITED $69 50
(419)352 7889

Church Seeking Nursery Attendant
2 hrs Sunday mornings. Own transportation needed Contact: Claude
Kilpatnck 419-353 5053.
EVERY THURSDAY
FIRST HOUR AT THE PUB

Personals
Halt Oil Food
5pm-6pm
BLACKSWAMP PUB

Learn a skill tor lite. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Century Marketing is looking tor part
lime temporary employees lor their
Call Center. Must work at least 3-4
hrs a day, M-F between 12pm 7pm
w minimum ot 2 days a week. Criteria needed: good communication
skills - bolh written & oral, good listening skills, sell motivated, quick
learner, computer savvy, detail oriented, motivated by $. able to sit 8
talk on the phone, bilingual (Spanish) a plus. Pay is minimum wage
plus 5%commission. Qualified interested candidates should forward
their resume to
Century Marketing.
HR Century Direct
12836 South Dixie Highway
Bowling Green OH 43402
Or fax 419 352-4320. or email:
aiumschlag@cmcgc.coni
EQ&Mf/V
TEAM GYMNASTICS COACH
NEEDED.Level 4. Tues. 5-8:30m
Thurs. 5-8. Sat 11-1:30 Perrysburg
Gymnastics Center 419-874-9383
The Brand Name Warehouse Clothing Sale is coming; Brand Name
Warehouse, a liquidator of the hottest brands in the country, is looking
tor Setupvteardown. cashiers and
door recovery assistants lor our
clearance sale running Sept 4 thru
Sept. 8 @ The Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Please e-mail us at.
employment@bnwsale com

The Daily Crossword Fix
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
28

Lobster traps
Caroled
Chocolate tree
Now!
DCCU doubled
Olfactory stimulation
Start of Evan Esar quip
Big rigs
Old hag
Cut in half
Local pol.
South American tuber
Baltimore paper
Palindromic sibling
Part 2 of quip

32 Since last time
33 Avant-garde French artist
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
21
22
23
24
26

29
30
31
35
36

38
39
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Dads
Bear: So.
Highlands hat
On _ (without guarantee)
Kissy-faced
God. in Hebrew text
Baseball team
Actress Scala
Luxor or Mirage
Mars to the Greeks
Grows excited
Italian friends
Tobacco kilns
41
Guttural warnings
42
Collide with
Dwight's rival
44
Deceivers
45
Injurious
46
Withered
47

Pills, briefly
1929 Bebe Daniels
movie
Practices recycling
Ties up at a dock
Elite social category
Stringed instrument
Badger
52 Donated
Writer McMurlry
53 Synagogue
Keep quiet!
54 Scrapes (by)
Updike novel. "Rabbit 56 French rel. fig.
_"
57 Before
Astaire's sister
58 Actor Torn
Feels poorly
59 Congeal
Call it quits

41 Former space station

42 Dwell
43
46
48
49
50
51
53
55

Part 4 of quip
Hail to Horace
Begley and Begley
_ polloi
Program file extension
Aer __ {Irish airline)
Irductee's boss
Tiny bits

56 End of quip
60 Great _ Lake

ANSWERS
1
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3
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61 Hair duster

62 Sandusky's lake
63 Tall stones
64 Adamson's lioness
65 Clan division
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

For Sale

'99 Chrysler LHS Power package,
premium wheels. CD player, new
battery, hwm 140.000. $4,400. 419874-4173.
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1432 E. Millar, BG

(419) 352-4663
delivery iviiltbli-

• Private entrance

SUSHI THURSDAYS

• Patio

Hourt: llim - 9pm Mondif- Saturday
Delivery Mam 9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

•Spacious kitchen

11 am until supply runs out
THE NEST

• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
v'«ilT>SQOAK.I
AM* T MINT*
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39 Reigned
40 Goddess of fertility

• Ground floor ranch

.

i

34 Israeli folk dance
37 Tapestry in "Hamlet"

38 Part 3 of quip
Perrysburg family seeks energetic
student to care for 3 yr. old son in
our home. Must be available to stay
over nighl & care tor 7. 13. & 14 yr.
old from lime lo lime. M & F 9-4.
Tues . Weds.. Thurs 8 12 57 hr
419-872-6222
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70% of Greeks
are involved
in another
organization.

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 f=J

Computer cabinet on wheels
Dark cherry ■ like new. $125.00
419-353-9621
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1 click1
http: www bookhq.com
ROCKS
ROCKS
Collectors or Tumbling. Phosphorescent collection & coprolite. black coral, cypress & cactus wood. 14560
Greensburg Pike. Portage. Fri. 9 1:
8:30-4 and Sat 9 2: 8:30-noon.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

" Rooms. 2 & 3 bdrm. avail, now.
next to campus, close to downtown.
Call 419-353-0325 9am - 9pm.

Evergreen Apts - Studio
$261 per month, with utilities paid
Immediate move in. (330)646-3656.

1 bdrm.. $395 mo. plus etec. & deposit. 9 & 12 mo. lease available
854 Blh St. 419 392-3354.

Cozy, quiet house in BG. West end.
Ideal lor single adult. App'l. turn No
pets or smoking. Call 419-832-1951

3 bdrm. house. 1 block Irom shuttle
Garage. AC WD hookup NO
PETS. $750 & util. 419-353-8208.

2 bedrm. apt. in Perrysburg, next to
175. $450mo.. pay electric only. Call
419-260-3861

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances,
W/D. A/C, central heat, breaklast
bar, hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansoloigbgsu edu

Affordable 1 bdrm . quiet S cozy.living room, lireplace. kitchen $395
mo. plus electric. 419-654-5716.

Rooms tor rent, private entrance.
Historic house 427 N. Main St.

386 405-3318.
Ivywood Apartments
Theresa Fry

419-352-7691

ATTRNTION

SOPHMORES
MIUIMIM
While working for Dining
Services I was given the
opportunity to show off my
artistic talent and apply what I
had learned in my art classes by
painting for theme dinners.

Be a volunteer
with the
SAAFE program
to help with

sexual assault
survivors.
Deadline
for applications is

Wed. Sept lith
at 5 p.m.
CONTACT INFORMATION

[MIKE SCAPARROTTI
General Foodservice Worker,
Founders
Sociology/Art
Fayetteville, North Carolina

Julie Broadwell
at

419.^52.9504
ext. 3505 or

Grad students & mature undetgrads.
1 & 2 bdrm apts. Close to campus
Avail. Aug 7. Into: Gary 352-5414.

•><•(. IXII KM ATI. I1RIVK
F.xit 159 fornrr of l-~5 mul HI ^±4

ALL STADIUM SEATING

Parly ....... ,. ...I..I.I. for birthday
panic* or nmall group*
Can for inI..i ii...i...ii

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
INVINCIBLE (PC]
1 304:15 7 009:30
HOW TO EAT FRIED WORMS |PC| 1:003:10
5:20 7:309:45
BEERFESIIRI
1 45 4:20 7 109:50
ACCEPTE0|rC-l3)1 003 155:307:45 10:00
SNAKES ON A PUNE<H)1 00 4:00 7:00 9:40
MATERIAL GIRlSlPCn 00 3 105207 30945
STEPUPIPC-UI
1304:157 10940
PULSE tre-H)
1 40 3 15 5:20 720 9 20
WORLD TRADE CENTER (PG-13) 1 004:00
7009:55
TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY IPC-13)
1154.10 7059 30
BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALSlPCI
100 3:10 5:20 7.309.40
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: DEAD MAN'S
CHEST|P6-13|
115425740

jbroadwe@bc.wciiet.org
for an application
MOMUVnirHSDAVAll SMTV Ml SHOWS II.50
IKIH.O M Sim Ml StAlS. \M.SHOWS.U.50

BehavioralXonnectlons

THE ANT BULLY(PG|1 103 105 TO 7:109:10
CLICK (PG-13)
1.20 3:20 5:20 7:20 9:20
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION |Pt>13( 130
4:00 7:009:20
CARSiG)
1 20415 7:009:30
THE DA VINCI CODE (PG-13) 1304:30 7:30
RV(PC)
1:00305510 7:209 30

FUN FOOD THURSDAYS
Featuring Naked Wings
Dinner: 4:30-7
COMMONS BUFFET

3 t>f home on Crlm. Nice ngbrhd.Lg.
liv.rm. kit., util. rm. wfwasher & dryer
Cent air. 3 min. walk to campus.
Avail, now. 352-7090.

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Garage for 1 vehicle
Startng at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

Management Inc.

Now Hiring!

CTM*

(ft) |< WfU 4 10PM. r 10PW. 1*0 lOfPM

•MrCMl(R) (100#»M.400PU T00PM. |<O0O|PM
IPO-11) 4 0V>M |10 20|PH

Go to: vvvvw.bgsu.edu/
oflfces/sa/diniiif/employ
to fill out an application

Taiudataa tHgrrta bNwi (PO-111 (I IOIPM /05PM
mvincMMlPO) |i 1S>PM. 4 20PM 720PM (1005jPM
WIcMr MaMi. Th« (FO-13) (1 M)PM. 4 15PM 7 70PM
[10OVM

Thursdays
Movies OnluJ
3
w/ Student ID

BMfFrai (R) 4 OOPM. 7 00PM

TMIM an (J *0«> Frl A

SM oMf. Vnm tn || »om IhimJ
*~n SM Sun. ontf

•Mirtt M i» » puKhM« icMH o. t« ■onnvrnd by
PM* ork»gH Ouvtan
S>tyv4j)taShDwTVTMeff^awr*pavan*niartLCffn

Acc«p4»d (PG-13) 4 30PM. 7 30PM
rrtadtg* Ntghtt: BMUd (PO-13) 4 05PM. 705PM
Invlnclbta (PO) 420PM. 7:15PM
SntMiaa on • Plan* (HJ* 4 I0PM. 7 10PM

LN>M».f.MMM. .r cinemark.com
avacMfN.nwtNuii
I irt^M-i-jKUKM*

Palmer House
202 Palmer Ave
4 bdrm 1 bath
Basement garage
Washer/Dryer included

